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Description 

Learn about the amazing new feature set and workflow Autodesk unveiled in the 2019.1 update 
for both Autodesk Civil 3D and Revit. See how a user, who first saw this feature/workflow at an 
Inside the Factory - Live in Shanghai, China in 2016, and then implemented this on many large 
complex projects, including a nearly $1 billion hospital project located on a complex site. This 
session will cover the feature, workflow and challenges encountered. This presentation will also 
discuss working with in-house survey for existing conditions, as well as in-house civil engineers 
on proposed conditions. 
 

Speaker(s) 

Dan Stine AIA, CSI, CDT | LHB Architect (WI) 
 
Dan is a registered architect with over twenty years of experience in the field of architecture. He 
is the BIM Administrator at LHB, a 250-person full service design firm. In addition to providing 
training and support for four offices, Dan implemented BIM-based lighting analysis using 
ElumTools, early energy modeling using Autodesk Insight, virtual reality (VR) using the HTC 
Vive/Oculus Rift along with Fuzor & Enscape, Augmented Reality (AR) using the Microsoft 
Hololens, and the Electrical Productivity Pack for Revit (sold by CTC Express Tools). Dell, the 
world-renowned computer company, created a video highlighting his implementation of VR at 
LHB.  
 
He has presented internationally on BIM in the USA, Canada, Ireland, Denmark, Australia, 
Slovenia, Scotland and Singapore. He was ranked multiple times as a top-ten speaker and has 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn about the new Autodesk Civil 3D feature that enables a surface to be 
published to BIM 360 

• Learn about the Revit feature that enables an Autodesk Civil 3D surface to be 
linked 

• Learn about some of the limitations and workarounds 

• Learn about the accuracy compared to legacy workflows 
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presented at Autodesk University, RTC/BILT, Midwest University, AUGI CAD Camp, NVIDIA 
GPU Technology Conference, Lightfair, and AIA-MN Convention. By invitation, he spent a week 
at Autodesk’s largest R&D facility in Shanghai, China to beta test and brainstorm new Revit 
features in 2016. 
 
Committed to furthering the design profession, Dan teaches graduate architecture students at 
North Dakota State University (NDSU) and has lectured for interior design programs at NDSU, 
Northern Iowa State, and University of Minnesota, as well as Dunwoody’s new School of 
Architecture in Minneapolis. As an adjunct instructor, Dan previously taught AutoCAD and Revit 
for twelve years at Lake Superior College. Dan is a member of the American Institute of 
Architects (AIA), Construction Specifications Institute (CSI), and Autodesk Developer Network 
(ADN), Autodesk Expert Elite and is a Construction Document Technician (issued by CSI). He 
has presented live webinars for Enscape, ElumTools, ArchVision, Revizto and NVIDIA. 
 
Dan writes about design on his blog, BIM Chapters, and in his textbooks published by SDC 
Publications: 
 

• Autodesk Revit for Architecture Certified User Exam Preparation 

• Autodesk Revit 2019 Architectural Command Reference (with co-author Jeff Hanson) 

• Residential Design Using Autodesk Revit 2019 

• Commercial Design Using Autodesk Revit 2019 

• Design Integration Using Autodesk Revit 2019 (Architecture, Structure and MEP) 

• Interior Design Using Autodesk Revit 2019 (with co-author Aaron Hansen) 

• Residential Design Using AutoCAD 2019 

• Commercial Design Using AutoCAD 2013 

• Chapters in Architectural Drawing (with co-author Steven H. McNeill, AIA, LEED AP) 

• Interior Design using Hand Sketching, SketchUp and Photoshop (also with Steven H. 
McNeill) 

• Trimble SketchUp 8 for Interior Designers; Just the Basics (formerly Google SketchUp) 
 
LinkedIn Profile 
 
 
 
Zhengrong Fu | Autodesk Product Owner 
 
Zhengrong is a Product Owner in the Revit team at Autodesk. He has been with Autodesk since 
2008. He was a Quality Assurance engineer for Revit MEP before becoming a Product Owner 
for architecture. Currently he is working on improving the site collaboration workflow between 
Revit and AutoCAD Civil 3D. He is the author of Autodesk Revit MEP Skill Collection in 
Chinese. And he has presented at AU China four times. Prior to Autodesk, he had worked on 
building system design and construction. 
 
Zhengrong.fu@autodesk.com | LinkedIn Profile 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danstinemn/
mailto:Zhengrong.fu@autodesk.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zhengrong-fu-9177461b/
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Dan and Zhengrong first met in-person back in 2016 at the Autodesk Revit Inside the Factory 
event in Shanghai China. Here is a photo of Zhengrong presenting on a beta feature which is 
now available within Revit. The second photo shows the beautiful Autodesk campus in China. 
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Overview 
 
With Revit 2019.1, we have a new way to represent topography provided by Civil engineers 
who use AutoCAD Civil 3D 2019.1. This new workflow involves publishing a surface to BIM 
360 Docs and then linking that cloud-based surface into Revit. 
 
With this new workflow we can get a nearly 100% accurate representation of the existing 
and/or proposed surface(s) from Civil 3D. In most cases, sub-regions and building pads can be 
added within Revit. And, because this workflow uses a link, when the surface changes the sub-
regions and building pads are maintained! 
 
The diagram below highlights this workflow. When set up correctly with shared coordinates, we 
also have the added benefit of easily sharing Revit geometry with Civil 3D via export to dwg. 
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Prerequisite 
 
First, you must have rights to BIM 360 Docs, which is an 
Autodesk cloud service. Some already have this for other 
workflows. If you have the new Collections license model, you 
can get 12-months free access, called a "Preview." To learn 
more about the preview option, follow this link: click here. 
 
Next, you must have a current version of Desktop 
Connector installed. That can be downloaded via this 
link: click here. 
 

 
 
As a summary, you need to have following Autodesk products installed before using this new 
workflow: 

• Autodesk Civil 3D 2019.1 (or later versions) → required by civil engineer only 

• Autodesk Revit 2019.1 (or later versions) → required by architect only 

• Autodesk Desktop Connector 8.0 (or later versions) 

• Additionally, you need to have access to a folder in any BIM360 project.  
 

Workflow Introduction 
 
In this site collaboration workflow, the civil engineer can publish Autodesk Civil 3D surfaces into 
a BIM 360 project folder through Autodesk Desktop Connector. Then, the architect can browse 
the BIM 360 project folder to link the topography in Revit.  
 
BIM 360 is used to convert Autodesk Civil 3D 
surfaces data into the format which Revit can 
consume, while Autodesk Desktop Connector 
helps upload and download data in a BIM 360 
project. So, you need to sign in using your 
Autodesk ID when publishing and linking. Then 
you can work offline. 
 
Your Revit models don’t have to be a Revit 
Cloud-based Model to use this workflow; again, it 
is NOT required that BIM 360 Design be used in 
any way. 
 

  

https://info.bim360.autodesk.com/bim-360-docs
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/bim-360/learn-explore/caas/simplecontent/content/autodesk-C2-AE-bim-360-C2-AE-docs-12-month-preview-for-aec-collection-subscribers.html
https://help.autodesk.com/view/CONNECT/ENU/?guid=GUID-847CE3FC-B26F-46B8-895E-5D825F4BD540
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-9J4wHS9VlHo/W3_wtwx2mYI/AAAAAAAALLg/GqYnFgwrtZA52WdIpy3r1w6gEFcuo37mgCLcBGAs/s1600/Im01.jpg
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Learn about the new Autodesk Civil 3D feature that enables a surface to be 
published to BIM 360 
 

Basic workflow  

 
Open Autodesk Civil 3D. Check you have TIN surfaces available through Prospector.  
 

 
 
 

Select Publish Surfaces on the Output tab (see next image). 
 

The surfaces in the file will be listed; for example, existing and proposed are often separate 
surfaces. They can both be selected and exported into a single surface in the cloud.  

 
After you specify an output file location in a BIM 360 project and click OK in the Publish 

Surfaces dialog (see image on next page,) Autodesk Civil 3D publishes the surfaces data to 

the cloud by using Autodesk Desktop Connector. You can check the upload status in 
Autodesk Desktop Connector (via a right-click of the icon in your Windows system tray). 

 
After the upload is completed, it takes some time (several seconds to minutes depending on 

the size of the surfaces) for BIM 360 to process the data to the format which can be viewed 
through a web browser and/or linked in Revit. 
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This surface can be viewed in a modern browser via BIM 360 Docs, which is a good way to 
verify the correct data was exported. This is all done in the browser, which does not require any 
software be installed (avoid using the outdated Internet Explorer browser). 

 

 
 

 
  

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-105rGAZvkrY/W3_0MDi_YSI/AAAAAAAALMo/D9XB_NucPTEfD9wMFhhQZ-iHCp7rHGUtQCLcBGAs/s1600/Im10.png
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Learn about the Revit feature that enables an Autodesk Civil 3D surface to 
be linked 
 

Link a topography 
 
In Revit, use the new Link Topography command on the Insert tab. 
 

 
 
Browse to the correct Hub/Project/Folder and select the published surface. 
 

 
 
After clicking the Link button, A topography link will be created in Revit as shown in the next 
image. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Y3cR1kqMCNo/W3_wtxBQhbI/AAAAAAAALLo/Nz-2slSmMz8pESb7BAA8AJCk3Dc8W2OGACLcBGAs/s1600/Im03.png
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-JEFNBRvYPkA/W3_wuT3UVRI/AAAAAAAALLs/_4NJJUPx8KscZmorfdPa8RdjK0UqZcJpwCLcBGAs/s1600/Im04.png
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Like the other links in Revit, the topography link is read-only, which you can tell from the dashed 
line box around it (see image above). In the link, it contains all the topography elements you 
published in Autodesk Civil 3D. You can press the Tab key when hovering cursor on the 
topography link to highlight the topography in the link as shown in the following image. 
 

 
 
Then you can assign material for each surface defined in Autodesk Civil 3D. And you can see 
the surface name and area as read-only parameters (e.g. 170756 FG in the previous image). 
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Work with linked topography 
 
Though you can’t modify the linked topography by adding or removing points in Revit, you can 
host building pads, sub-regions, site and parking components, and even railings on it. 
 

 
 
See this Revit Help document for more info; Video: Work with Linked Topography: 
https://help.autodesk.com/view/RVT/2020/ENU/?guid=GUID-587795D1-C504-4864-AE3F-
99B2CF96E18D 
 

Manage linked topography 
 
On the newly added Topography tab, you can upload, reload, or remove a linked topography in 
the Manage Links dialog in the same way as you would with other links in Revit. 
 

 
 
And, it updates automatically when you open the Revit model, if you have access to the BIM 
360 project which you have published your surfaces to. 

https://help.autodesk.com/view/RVT/2020/ENU/?guid=GUID-587795D1-C504-4864-AE3F-99B2CF96E18D
https://help.autodesk.com/view/RVT/2020/ENU/?guid=GUID-587795D1-C504-4864-AE3F-99B2CF96E18D
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During reload, Revit tries to maintain the relationship for elements placed on the linked 
topography if they still fall within the range of the newer version of the topography. 
 

So, this new workflow helps improve the collaboration between architects and civil engineers 
who are working on the same project. The civil engineer can publish the latest version of 
topography to the BIM 360 project each week, or after a major change. Then the architect will 
see the updates and keep the additions he or she has added on the topography through 
opening the Revit model or reloading the linked topography manually. 
 
 
Project Spotlight: City of Duluth Lincoln Park Restoration 
 

Civil 3D surface, Revit model with historic building and bridges added, plus Enscape and 
ArchVision assets add, and then visualized in Enscape. 
 

Related blog post: Restoring Duluth’s Lincoln Park – Designing Site Features with Enscape 
 

  

https://bimchapters.blogspot.com/2019/02/restoring-duluths-lincoln-park.html
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Learn about the accuracy compared to legacy workflows 
 
This new workflow is aiming to achieve “the same dirt at the same place”, which means having 
a counterpart of Civil 3D surfaces in Revit as a link with a high fidelity of geometry and in an 
accurate location. 
 

Same dirt 
 

Before Revit supported linking Civil 3D published topography, you could use a LandXML file to 
create topography in Revit. However, you would have encountered the problem where imported 
topography looks different with the one in Civil 3D. 

Now, you can get the exact same topography geometry in Revit as the one in Civil 3D by using 
the site collaboration workflow that we’d like to introduce.  

Turning on the display of triangles in Civil 3D and Revit, you will find out they are the same. 

  

 

 
 
So, you can deal with vertical retaining walls, steps and curbs all clearly coming through. The 
example below shows steps and a loading dock within Revit, via a linked Civil 3D surface. 
 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-SN7Weqwn5pY/W3_5b3nHGTI/AAAAAAAALM0/2zBMR8YUmAwSxzG1Z-ztdOqAZTQu-AJ1ACLcBGAs/s1600/Im11.png
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Also, interesting, based on typical civil 
engineering modeling practices, the footprint, 
where the building is, does not automatically 
get filled in with an interpolated surface (which 
is never accurate for and existing building). 
However, this means there will be no earth 
shown below your building, in a section... but 
the basement will not be filled with dirt either. 
FYI: We will cover this more later on in the 
handout. 
 
If we zoom in on the steps and loading dock 
area we see some anomalies. But compared 
to Revit's toposurface tool a vertical surface is 
a lot of work, yet alone trying to create 
something that looks like steps! 
 
We can see more surface definition by adjusting the "Additional Contours" Increment from 1'-0" 
to 0'-2" as shown here, left image below. Here is the same view with additional contours 
showing, which result in more visual fidelity on-screen. I don't think this changes the surface at 
all, it just adds more visual clues to define the surface 
 

 
. 
 

 
  

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ORBPNbI_YiE/W3_xF5-uVII/AAAAAAAALMU/kKOleclyfpkhsRdudREz4fnEgNLoI6s5QCLcBGAs/s1600/Im07.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-IQZZGTdEFX0/W3_wvM4HUmI/AAAAAAAALL0/SKlHzLpfedMwwa-adcttC0nR8Rsb5wsAQCLcBGAs/s1600/Im06.png
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-P32DzdXCgTQ/W3_wwDaoSTI/AAAAAAAALL8/oBHe5HKOdkUoc5I1bQ1fRBjS2Uy2lq9ggCLcBGAs/s1600/Im08.png
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Same place 
 

Topography is usually treated as the “single source of truth” for project location. Having the 
ability to transfer the location data from civil engineers to architects is the other goal we want to 
achieve in this collaboration workflow. 

When you link a topography, “By Shared Coordinates” is the only default positioning option, as it 
most likely fits in your existing shared coordinates setup across your project models.  

 

For architects in the United States, the State Plane Coordinate System is widely used, which 
mains the coordinates values are in 6 or 7 digital numbers.  e.g. N/S 1,099,899.204 feet, E/W: 
398,381.267 feet. 

Given Revit doesn’t like to deal with geometry far from its internal origin, you’re not encouraged 
to use Origin-to-Origin positioning method when linking a civil data in the State Plane 
Coordinates. So, “By shared coordinates” is the best option in this case as you do when linking 
a CAD format. 

 

FYI: In AutoCAD Civil 3D, you can use Drawing Settings to define a coordinate system for your 
civil project.  

 

 

In Revit, you can use acquire coordinates command to get the coordinate system from a dwg 
file or a linked topography (since Revit 2019.1). 
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Depending on how your Revit models are set up, you may run into one of four scenarios. As 
outlined below, when you link a Civil 3D published topography: 

Scenarios 
Coordinate 

system in Civil 3D 
Coordinate 

system in Revit 
Comments 

1 N/A N/A Work with local coordinates 

2 A N/A 
Before acquiring coordinates from a civil 

drawing 

3 A A 
After acquiring coordinates from a civil 

drawing or a Civil 3D published topography 

4 A B 
Coordinate system changed OR acquired 

from a wrong civil drawing 

 

Scenario 1: Local coordinates are used  
 

In some cases, civil engineers may give you a site model in local coordinates, which means the 
AutoCAD WCS origin is on a “benchmark” on the site. If you edit Drawing Settings, in Civil 3D, 
you will see “No Datum, No Projection” for Available coordinate systems. So, the coordinates 
of every point on the site are on relative basis.   

 

Coordinate Systems in Civil 3D is “No Datum, No Projection” and surfaces are near AutoCAD 
WCS origin 

 

When you link the topography in Revit, there are two positioning results you may observe.  

Based on how you want to manage your model’s location, be sure to check the visibility settings 
of the current view before linking a Civil 3D published topography. 
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Scenario 1a: Topography is visible in current view 

Then the linked topography is placed “By shared coordinates” 

You will see a “Differing Coordinate Systems” dialog as there is no coordinate system setting 
both in Civil 3D drawing and in Revit model.  

 

As a result, the WCS origin point in the linked topogrpahy is used to align with Revit shared 
coordinates. 

 

Note: If the Survey Point has been moved far away(e.g. N/S > 105,600’) from the internal origin 
of current model, the site has to be placed Center-to-Center to better deal with large coordinates 
in Revit. You may encourt this case when the State Plane Coordiantes are used. Please refer to 
the next section for more details. 
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Scenario 1b: Topography is not visible in current view 

Then the linked topography is placed “Origin-to-Origin” 

 

Topography may not be visible in current view for some reasons as below: 

1. The visibility of topography category in current view is turned off  

2. The topography geometry doesn’t fall into the view range of current view 

As a result, the linked topography will be placed Origin-to-Origin. 

 

 
 

Scenario 2: The State Plane Coordinates are set in Civil 3D, But not in Revit 
 

For users who are familiar with coordinates in Revit, having your site far away from Revit 
internal origin may introduce some display issues. So, when you link a topography, it’s most 
likely to be placed in the center of current model. It helps to place the site closer to the Revit 
internal origin. And then you can acquire coordinates from the linked topography to set up 
shared coordinates with building models. 
 
If the civil engineer has picked the right coordinate system in Civil 3D (see image below,) then 
the architect can leverage this setting in Revit by acquiring coordinates from the linked 
topography. 
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As the Civil 3D drawing has a coordinate system set, 
while Revit doesn’t, a dialog as below pops up when you 
link the topography, as shown to the right. 

 

Then you can use acquire coordinates command to set 
the Shared Coordinates in current Revit model. To be 
clear, this step is done after a geo-referenced civil DWG 
file has been linked into Revit. 
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Scenario 3: The State Plane Coordinates are set in Civil 3D, and Revit model has 
the same one 
 

Before the Link Topography function was introduced, many users may have used the “acquire 
coordinates” command to get the coordinate system from a Civil 3D DWG file. So, the Revit 
model may already have the same coordinate system as the one in linked topography. 

When you link the topography in that Revit model, the dialog below pops up. 

 

 

 

After you click Align:.. 

If the coordinates are set correctly, you will see the linked topography is placed in “By Shared 
Coordinates”. Your linked topography is supposed to appear at the same place with the DWG 
file you linked before. 

 

 

AutoCAD example                                                 Revit example 

 

If the coordinates are not set correctly, usually because it’s out of the range of current 
coordinates system, you will see the linked topography is placed “Center-to-Center” after the 
dialog below. 

Linked topography 

Linked DWG 
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In this case, you should check the coordinates and move the linked topography manually if 
needed.  

 

 

Scenario 4: The State Plane Coordinates are set in Civil 3D, but Revit model has a 
different one 
 

If the Coordinate system has changed since acquired last time, or you acquired coordinates 
from a wrong Civil 3D drawing. You will see the same dialog below and the linked topography 
will appear at the wrong place.  
 

 

 

There is no way to match model locations automatically in this case. You must move it 
manually. 

 
TIP: There is a workaround to reset shared coordinates in Revit. Use the ‘reload from’ option to 
point at a fresh, out of the box, Revit project file to change the shared coordinates back to not 
shared. 
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Complex Hospital Project Example  
To demonstrate the scalability of this feature/workflow, consider the following real-world 
complex hospital project. The result is a highly accurate surface within Revit, which 
automatically updates whenever the civil engineers re-publish the surface to BIM 360. This 
allows better coordination with structural when determining brick shelves and footing depths. 

 

Project Team 
The project team is massive, with over 100 users in the BIM 360 Design project. Here are the 
team members as it relates to the topic at hand… 
 

• EwingCole – Primary design firm; Arch, Struct, MEP for all new building design 

• LHB – Consultant; All civil and utilities; Arch, Struct, MEP for all existing buildings 

• Damon Farber – Landscape Architect 
 

Project Context 
The project site is also large and complex. The multi-block site slopes six-stories, with the new 
building crossing a street, an alley and connecting to two existing buildings. 
 

 
 
The project is also adjacent to an Interstate 35 tunnel and the World’s largest freshwater lake, 
Lake Superior. 
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AutoCAD Civil 3D Workflow 
The Civil 3D surface is published using the Publish Settings command on the Output tab 
(which first appeared with the C3D 2019.1 update). Be sure to specify the correct location in 
BIM 360 via the browse icon next to the “Specify output file” heading. 
 

 
 
Notice, in the image above, that the underside of the slab on grade and elevator pits have also 
been modeled in Civil 3D to facilitate accurate sections in Revit. 
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BIM 360 and Forge 
Once exported, a little time is needed for the file to be processed (for use in Revit) within BIM 
360. Once complete, it can be linked into Revit. However, even before that, it can also be 
viewed within BIM 360 via a browser (powered by Autodesk Forge) as shown in the image 
below. 
 

 
 
 

Autodesk Revit workflow 
The project has a separate Revit site model where the published Civil 3D surface is brought in, 
from BIM 360, using the Link Topography command (which first appeared with the Revit 
2019.1 update). 
 

 
 
After clicking the Link Topography command, select the published Civil 3D file in BIM 360. 
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The surface is accurate for true north and elevation, in the Revit site model. It also perfectly 
matches the Civil 3D surface, including vertical elements like stair risers/retaining walls, etc. 
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For additional visual fidelity, increase the increment value of “contour line” display. 
 

 
 
The following image highlights the steep grade of the site; with six floors between entrances. 
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Here is a cutaway view, using Revit’s 3d section box, which highlights the accurate profile at the 
stairs and planter walls. 
 

 
 
One more cutaway view showing the crown in the road, the precise definition of the curb and 
gutter profile as well as an accessible curb cut. 
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Presentation Workflows 
Due to the complexity of this project in Civil 3D, the surfaces where combined using an 
import/export processing involving LandXML. Thus, the individual components such as roads 
and curbs could not be selected in Revit and modified for different materials. Therefore, for 
presentation graphics and virtual reality services, the landscape architects’ model was used. 
The image below shows several images that where created for the project. 
 

 
 
To learn more about how this Revit model was used to deliver a high quality virtual reality 
experience using Enscape, check out this post I wrote on my blog BIM Chapters: 
https://bimchapters.blogspot.com/2019/09/virtual-reality-at-vision-northland.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bimchapters.blogspot.com/2019/09/virtual-reality-at-vision-northland.html
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Revit to Civil 3D Workflow 
With the project set up properly per everything mentioned previously in this handout, it is 
possible to share Revit model data with Civil 3D. The result is a 3D DWG that is linked into Civil 
3D at 0,0 and lands in the correct location; for location, true north and elevation! This allows civil 
to verify they have the surface modeled correctly at the perimeter of the building, which is 
otherwise a challenge on a complex site (sloped) and building (overhangs) such as this. 
 
FYI: This workflow has always been possible and is not really part of the new Link Toposurface 
feature. 
 

 
 

 
In Revit (above): 
First, a 3D view is set up within Revit to 
only show the structural model’s 
foundations and footings. This 3D view 
is exported to a 3D DWG using shared 
coordinates. 
 
In Civil 3D (left): 
Simply link in the 3D DWG, exported 
from Revit, at 0,0. It will be placed in the 
correct location, as seen in the Civil 3D 
view shown to the left. 
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Limitations and workarounds 
 
When I wrote the proposal for this AU session, we had a pretty significant problem with this 
workflow. The problem resulted in a distorted surface in Revit that was not usable on a large 
project. This required a workaround Zhengrong helped find. We had to temporarily move the 
surface closer to the origin in Civil 3D before publishing. But the awesome Autodesk team found 
the problem and provided a fix, for both Revit 2019 AND Revit 2020 in the very next update! 
 
Here is what the problem looked like before the fix came out: 
 
First: This is what the surface looked like in Civil 3D… notice the sharply defined steps and 
walls. 
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Second: Due to the continued development of our project, the surface became too complex for 
Revit and the surface started getting distorted as shown in the next image. 
 

 
 

 

Additional Limitations 
 

• Currently, if the surface is too complicated, sometimes it is not possible to add sub-
regions or building pads.  

 

• Sub-regions must be in the range of topography. 
 
 


